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BIOGRAPHY
Tetiana was born in 1990 in Kharkiv, Ukraine. In 2012 she graduated
from V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University, Physical Department
(specialized in theoretical physics), and obtained Master Diploma with the
highest honor. Since 2012 she is a PhD student at A.Ya. Usikov Institute for
Radiophysics and Electronics of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
(IRE NASU) and a junior research fellow at the theoretical department of
IRE NASU.
In 2015 she became a member of IRE NASU Young Scientists Council. During studying Tetiana
received M.P. Barabashov scholarship and Scholarship of President of Ukraine for outstanding
academic achievements. As a result of competition in 2011-2012 of program “Zavtra.ua”, that supports
prominent students, she received scholarship from V.M. Pinchuk fund. Also she has a diploma from
international project “Scientific fun - scientific picnics in Ukraine” for contribution in popularization of
scientific knowledge and an award for the best presentation in the ICYS-LTP-2014.
IEEE ACTIVITIES
REGIONS:
IEEE Region 8
SECTIONS/CHAPTERS:
IEEE Ukraine Section
CONFERENCES:
IRE Young Scientists Conference (2013, 2014)
AWARDS:
First prize for the presentation at IRE YSC (2014)
OTHER:
IEEE Graduate Student Member (since 2014)
IEEE Electron Devices Society (during 2014 year)
IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society (since 2015 year)
IEEE Women in Engineering (since 2015 year)
IEEE Young Professionals (since 2014 year)
QUALIFICATIONS
As you can see from my biography, I have always been diligent and accurate person with strong
tendency to perfectionism. If I take a responsibility, I fulfill it. Also I am very communicative. I feel free
to communicate with people in Russian, Ukrainian, and English. It feels like English is my third mother
tongue. So I think I have all the necessary qualifications one needs to be a Secretary of IEEE Ukraine
WIE Affinity Group.
MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
I am relatively new member of IEEE organization, so I do not have IEEE major accomplishments
yet. But do have them apart from IEEE organization, which you can find in my biography. They prove
that I am a worthy candidate.
POSITION STATEMENT
As a secretary of IEEE Ukraine WIE AG a will assist Executive Committee of WIE Affinity Group
and all WIE members in Ukraine in their professional growing. I think this position will give me some
more experience in IEEE organization I am eager to get and will improve my social and scientific skills.
Also I think I have all the necessary qualifications for this position.
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